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AbstratRelational reinforement learning is presented, a learning tehnique that om-bines reinforement learning with relational learning or indutive logi program-ming. Due to the use of a more expressive representation language to representstates, ations and Q-funtions, relational reinforement learning an be poten-tially applied to a new range of learning tasks. One suh task that we investigateis planning in the bloks world, where it is assumed that the e�ets of the a-tions are unknown to the agent and the agent has to learn a poliy. Withinthis simple domain we show that relational reinforement learning solves someexisting problems with reinforement learning. In partiular, relational rein-forement learning allows us to employ strutural representations, to abstratfrom spei� goals pursued and to exploit the results of previous learning phaseswhen addressing new (more omplex) situations.Keywords : reinforement learning, indutive logi programming, planningCR Subjet Classi�ation : I.2.6



1 IntrodutionWithin the �eld of mahine learning, both reinforement learning [11℄ and in-dutive logi programming (or relational learning) [23, 17℄ have reeived a lotof attention sine the early nineties. It is therefore no surprise that both LesliePak Kaelbling and Rihard Sutton (in their invited talks at IJCAI-97, Nagoya,Japan) suggested to study the ombination of these two �elds.From the reinforement learning point of view, this ould signi�antly ex-tend the appliation perspetive. Most representations used in reinforementlearning are inadequate for desribing planning tasks suh as the simple bloksworld. Even reinforement learning work that involves generalization has largelyemployed an attribute-value representation. Due to the use of variables in re-lational representations, it is possible to abstrat from spei� details of thelearning tasks, suh as the spei� goal pursued. Indeed, when learning to planin the bloks world, one would expet that the results of learning how to stakblok a onto blok b would be similar to staking  onto d. Current approahesto reinforement learning have to retrain from srath if the goal is hanged inthis manner, while for relational reinforement learning suh retraining is un-neessary. Relational reinforement learning also allows us to exploit and applythe results of learning in a simple domain when learning in a more omplexdomain (e.g., going from 3 bloks to 4 bloks in the bloks world).From the indutive logi programming point of view, it is important toaddress domains suh as reinforement learning. So far, indutive logi pro-gramming has mainly studied onept-learning, and largely ignored the rest ofmahine learning. By demonstrating the potential of relational representationsfor reinforement learning, we hope to show that the relational learning method-ology does not only apply to onept-learning but to the whole �eld of mahinelearning.With this in mind, we present an approah to relational reinforement learn-ing and apply it to simple planning tasks in the bloks world. The planningtask involves learning a poliy to selet ations. Learning is neessary as theplanning agent does not know the e�ets of its ations. Relational reinfore-ment learning employs the Q-learning method [32, 11, 21℄ where the Q-funtionis learned using a relational regression tree algorithm (see [9, 14℄). A state isrepresented relationally as a set of ground fats. A relational regression treein this ontext takes as input a relational desription of a state, a goal and anation, and produes the orresponding Q-value. The Q-learning method analso be adapted in order to learn the P-funtion, an expliit representation ofthe poliy impliitly represented by the Q-funtion. The P-funtion, whih isrepresented as a �rst order logial deision tree, takes as input a state, an ation,and a goal and predits whether the ation is optimal or not.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we view planning (underunertainty) as a reinforement learning task. In Setion 3, we briey reviewQ-learning and show how Q-learning an be used to learn a P-funtion. Setion4 briey reviews deision trees while fousing on logial deision trees. Setion5 introdues relational reinforement learning that ombines Q-learning and1



logial regression trees, as well as P-learning and logial deision trees. Setion6 presents a variety of experiments aimed at exploring the potential of relationalreinforement learning. Setion 7 onludes, touhes upon related work anddisusses avenues for further work.2 Problem spei�ation2.1 Reinforement learningThe typial reinforement learning task using disounted rewards an be formu-lated as follows:Given� a set of possible states S.� a set of possible ations A.� an unknown transition funtion Æ: S �A! S.� an unknown real-valued reward funtion r : S �A! R.Find a poliy �� : S ! A that maximizesV �(st) = 1Xi=o irt+ifor all st where 0 �  < 1.At eah point in time, the reinforement learning agent an be in one of thestates st of S and selets an ation at = �(st) 2 A to exeute aording toits poliy �. Exeuting an ation at in a state st will put the agent in a newstate st+1 = Æ(st; at). The agent also reeives a reward rt = r(st; at). It willbe assumed that the agent does not know the e�ets of the ations, i.e. Æ isunknown to the agent, and that the agent does not know the reward funtionr. The task of learning is then to �nd an optimal poliy, i.e., a poliy that willmaximize the disounted sum of the rewards.This formulation of reinforement learning is typial (f. [21, 11℄). Thekey ontribution of relational reinforement learning is that relational repres-entations will be used to represent states, ations and poliies. Also, relationallearners (as o�ered by indutive logi programming) will be employed as gener-alizers.2.2 Reinforement learning for planningPlanning with inomplete knowledge an be be reast as an instane of the re-inforement learning task skethed above. The main di�erenes between typialplanning tasks (as e.g. onsidered in STRIPS [10℄) and reinforement learningare that 2



� in planning, one knows the e�ets of one's ations, i.e., the transitionfuntion Æ is known to the agent,� in planning, a known preondition-ondition funtion pre:S�A! ftrue; falsegis given, whih spei�es in whih states it is legal to apply whih ations.� in planning, one is given a goal funtion goal : S ! ftrue; falseg, whihharaterizes the target states.� in planning, the aim is to start from a state s1 and to �nd a sequene ofations a1; :::; an (ai 2 A) suh that{ goal(Æ(:::Æ(s; a1)):::; an�1); an) = true, and{ pre(Æ(:::Æ(s; a1)):::; ai�1); ai) = true.This lose relation between reinforement learning and planning an be ex-ploited in order to de�ne a problem of learning to plan under inomplete know-ledge. The setting is essentially that of reinforement learning where� A poliy � has to be learned.� The funtion Æ is unknown to the agent.� The reward at time t is rt = r(st; at). We will assume here that rt = 1if goal(Æ(st; at)) = true and st 6= Æ(st; at); otherwise rt = 0. The rewardfuntion r is unknown to the learner as it relies on the unknown Æ. Thereward funtion only gives a reward in goal states.� The state at time t + 1 is st+1 = Æ(st; at) if goal(st) = false; otherwisest+1 = st. This aptures the idea that goal states are absorbing states,i.e., one the agent reahes a goal state, it stays there.The optimal poliy �� allows us to ompute the shortest plan to reah a goalstate. So, learning the optimal poliy (or approximations thereof) will allow usto improve planning performane.2.3 An exampleThe type of learning task outlined above has been also onsidered by Pat Langleyin his book [16℄. He uses it to illustrate reinforement learning and as an exampletask he employs the bloks world.Consider the situation where we have three bloks alled a, b and , and theoor. Bloks an be on the oor or an be staked on eah other. Eah state anbe desribed by a set (list) of fats, e.g., s1 = flear(a); on(a; b); on(b; ); on(; floor)g.The available ations are then move(x; y) where x 6= y and x 2 fa; b; g,y 2 fa; b; ; f loorg.It is then possible to de�ne the preonditions and e�ets of ations. TheProlog ode in Table 1 de�nes pre and Æ respetively. The prediate pre de�nesthe preonditions for the ation move(X,Y) while the prediate delta de�nes its3



Table 1: A Prolog de�nition of the funtions pre and Æ.pre(S,move(X,Y)) :-holds(S,[lear(X), lear(Y), not X=Y, not on(X,floor)℄).pre(S,move(X,Y)) :-holds(S,[lear(X), lear(Y), not X=Y, on(X,floor)℄).pre(S,move(X,floor)) :-holds(S,[lear(X), not on(X,floor)℄).holds(S,[℄).holds(S,[ not X=Y | R ℄) :-not X=Y, !, holds(S,R).holds(S,[ not A | R ℄) :-not member(A,S), holds(S,R).holds(S,[A | R℄) :-member(A,R), holds(S,R).delta(S,move(X,Y), NextS) :-holds(S,[lear(X), lear(Y), not X=Y, not on(X,floor)℄),delete([lear(Y),on(X,Z)℄,S,S1),add([lear(Z),on(X,Y)℄,S1,NextS).delta(S,move(X,Y), NextS) :-holds(S,[lear(X), lear(Y), not X=Y, on(X,floor)℄),delete([lear(Y),on(X,floor)℄,S,S1),add([on(X,Y)℄,S1,NextS).delta(S,move(X,floor), NextS) :-holds(S,[lear(X), not on(X,floor)℄),delete([on(X,Z)℄ ,S,S1),add([lear(Z),on(X,floor)℄,S1,NextS).
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e�ets: delta(S,A,S1) sueeds when Æ(S;A) = S1. States are represented aslists of fats and the auxiliary prediate holds(S,Query) sueeds when Querywould sueed in the knowledge base ontaining the fats in S only. The goalis to stak a onto b, i.e., goal(S) :- member(on(a,b),S). Note that namesstarting with apitals denote variables in Prolog: thus a in on(a; b) is a onstantdenoting a spei� blok and A in on(A; b) is a variable denoting any blok.3 Q-learning and P-learningHere we summarize Q-learning, one of the most ommon approahes to rein-forement learning, whih assigns values to state-ation pairs and thus impliitlyrepresents poliies. We then introdue the approah of P-learning whih in ad-dition represents poliies expliitly.3.1 Q-learningIn the setting skethed in Setion 2.1, Q-learning allows us to approximatethe optimal poliy. The optimal poliy �� will always selet the ation thatmaximizes the sum of the immediate reward and the value of the immediatesuessor state, i.e.,��(s) = argmaxa(r(s; a) + V ��(Æ(s; a)))With this formulation of �� we an aquire the optimal poliy by learning V �� ,provided perfet knowledge of Æ and r. In our setting, however, the learner doesnot know Æ and r. Therefore, even if we learned V �� , we would not be able toobtain �� from it.The Q-funtion for poliy � is de�ned as follows :Q�(s; a) = r(s; a) + V �(Æ(s; a))Knowing Q�, the Q-funtion for the optimal poliy, allows us to rewrite thede�nition of �� as follows :��(s) = argmaxaQ�(s; a)This rewrite is important as it shows that if the agent an learn the funtionQ� instead of the V �� funtion, it will still be able to at optimally. In thefollowing, we will all Q� simply Q or the Q-funtion. For a �xed goal, anapproximation to the Q-funtion, Q̂, in the form of a look-up table, is learnedby the algorithm in Table 2 ,f. [21℄. Note that one an redue the omplexityof Q-learning by using an ation-penalty representation or by setting initialQ-values to be di�erent from zero [13℄.It is ommon in Q-learning to selet ation a in state s probabilistially sothat Pr(ajs) is proportional to Q̂(s; a), e.g.,Pr(aijs) = T�Q̂(s;ai)=Xj T�Q̂(s;aj) (1)5



Table 2: The basi Q-learning algorithm.for eah s, a doinitialize the table entry Q̂(s; a) = 0e := 0do forevere := e + 1i := 0generate a random state s0while not goal(si) doselet an ation ai and exeute itreeive an immediate reward ri = r(si; ai)observe the new state si+1i:=i+1endwhilefor j=i-1 to 0 doupdate Q̂(sj ; aj) := rj + maxa0Q̂(sj+1; a0)Lower values of the parameter T (temperature) give stronger preferene to a-tions with high values of Q̂ ausing the agent to exploit what it has learned,while higher values of T redue this preferene allowing the agent to exploreations that urrently do not have high values of Q̂. Seleting ations aordingto this sheme will be alled the Q exploration strategy.3.2 P-learningThe Q-funtion enodes the optimal poliy in a omplex manner as it assigns aQ-value to all the possible state-ation pairs. It will turn out useful to representthe optimal poliy in a simpler way. This is realized by the P-funtion, whihwe de�ne as follows :if a 2 ��(s) then P (s; a) = 1 else P (s; a) = 0Instead of assigning di�erent real values to the state-ation pairs, the P-funtion only deides whether the state-ation pair is optimal (1) or not (0).In general, P-funtions an be represented more ompatly than Q-funtions.Indeed, the Q-funtion impliitly enodes knowledge about the distane (numberof steps) from the urrent state to the goal states, whereas the P-funtion doesnot. Examples of this, in the ontext of planning will be given later in thispaper. This point is important as both funtions will be represented by logiprograms within relational reinforement learning.As the P-funtion is de�ned in terms of the optimal poliy ��, whih inturn an be de�ned as a funtion of the Q-funtion, we an also express the6



P-funtion in terms of the Q-funtion in a straightforward manner :if a 2 argmaxaQ(s; a) then P (s; a) = 1 else P (s; a) = 0This also means that any approximation Q̂ of Q has a orresponding approx-imation P̂ of P . As a onsequene, the above algorithm for Q-learning an beextended into an algorithm for P-learning by adding an extra step that de�nesP̂ in terms of Q̂ at the end of the algorithm.Instead of the Q exploration strategy it is now also feasible to use the funtionP̂ to selet the ations to exeute in given states. This is then done using thefollowing probabilities :Pr(aijs) = T�P̂ (s;ai)=Xj T�P̂ (s;aj) (2)The orresponding strategy is alled the P exploration strategy.4 Top-down indution of logial deision trees4.1 Deision treesDeision trees are among the most popular representations for learning and datamining, see e.g. [21, 25, 27, 6℄. The term deision trees refers to lassi�ationtrees and regression trees, although it is often used as a synonym for lassi�a-tion trees. The leaves of deision trees ontain a predition, whih is a disretelass value in the ase of lassi�ation (deision) trees or a ontinuous (real)lass value (or a funtion yielding real values) in the ase of regression trees.Eah internal node of a deision tree ontains a test. Furthermore there will beone subtree for eah possible outome of a test in the tree. In this way, deisiontrees partition the whole example spae and assign lass values to eah example.To make preditions with a deision tree one starts in the root of the tree andapplies the root's test to the example. Then one takes the branh that orres-ponds to the outome of the test in the example and propagates the exampleto the orresponding subtree. If the resulting subtree happens to be a leaf, onereads o� the predition, otherwise one applies the proedure reursively on theexample and the subtree. For instane, the deision tree shown in Figure 1 anbe used to lassify states with three bloks named a, b and  into the lassesstaked and unstaked. As an illustration, onsider a state in whih lear(a)= true, lear(b) = false, and lear() = true. This example would belassi�ed in the third leaf (lass staked).Classi�ation and regression trees are typially indued using a divide andonquer algorithm, alled top-down indution of deision trees (TDIDT). Toindue trees, one starts from a set of examples and onsiders all possible testsin the root of the tree and selets the test that performs best aording to aertain heuristi (e.g. information gain in the ase of lassi�ation and varianeredution for regression). One then splits the data set aording to the outomeof the test in the examples and one propagates the examples to the resulting7



lear(a) ?+--yes: lear(b) ?+--yes: lear() ?+--yes: unstaked+--no: staked+--no: staked+--no: stakedFigure 1: A deision tree to predit whether there is a stak in the 3 bloksworld.subtrees. For eah subtree, one then deides whether to turn the subtree into aleaf or to reursively all the indution proedure. This proess ontinues untilthe tree is ompleted.Fully grown trees are sometimes pruned to inrease the reliability of theirpreditions on unseen ases. Various implementations of tree indution exist,f. e.g. [25, 27, 6℄, using di�erent heuristis and extensions of the basi TDIDTapproah.4.2 Logial deision treesClassial deision trees employ propositional or attribute value representations.Reently, however, these representations have been upgraded towards �rst orderlogi, resulting in the frameworks of logial lassi�ation and regression trees[14, 4℄. As the work on logial deision trees has been extensively publishedelsewhere, we introdue only the key di�erenes with lassial deision trees.For full details of these logial deision tree methods we refer to [4, 3, 14℄.One key di�erene between logial and lassial deision trees is that lassialdeision trees work with examples in attribute value form. This means thateah example is desribed by a single feature vetor (or single tuple in a table).In logial deision trees, an example is essentially a relational database (or aProlog knowledge base) desribed by a set of fats. As an illustration onsiderTable 4, where eah example orresponds to a state desription in the blok'sworld. States are assumed to be fully desribed, i.e. the losed-world assumptionapplies.The other main di�erene is that logial deision trees employ(Prolog)-queries as tests in the internal nodes of the deision trees, e.g. on(A,)(is there any blok A on blok ?). Sine the outome of a query in an exampleis either true or false, the resulting trees are always binary. Furthermore, thequeries an ontain variables, and these variables may be shared among severalnodes of the trees. When variables are shared among several nodes of the treethey refer to the same objet. Consider the tree shown in Figure 2. This treeontains two queries : on(A,B) and on(B,C). In order to lassify an examplewith this tree, one will �rst test whether on(A,B) sueeds in the example forsome A and B. If so, one will then test whether the query on(A,B), on(B,C)8



on(A,B) ?+--yes : on(B,C) ?+--yes : staked+--no : unstaked+--no : unstakedstaked :- on(A,B), on(B,C), ! .unstaked :- on(A,B), ! .unstaked.Figure 2: A logial deision tree that predits whether there is a stak in thebloks world.sueeds in the example. This shows that variables shared among multiple nodesin logial trees are supposed to bind to the same objets. Due to this propertyit is only meaningful to propagate the variables of a node to the sueedingbranhes of the subtree (labeled yes). Consider the failing branh of on(A,B)in Figure 2. Given that there is no A and B suh that on(A,B) it does not makesense to refer to A or B in the failing subtree of on(A,B). The semantis of thetree is ompletely haraterized by the orresponding Prolog program shown inFigure 2. Due to the ompliations that arise one needs to employ uts (the!) in the Prolog program. Beause of the uts, di�erent rules in the programbehave as in an if-then-else program. To lassify an example one tries whetherthe ondition part of the �rst rule is satis�ed. If it is, one uses the orrespondingpredition, otherwise one tries the seond rule. This proess ontinues until arule is found whose ondition is satis�ed. The use of uts in the Prolog programlosely orresponds to so-alled �rst order deision lists introdued by Mooneyand Cali� [22℄. These and other aspets of the representation of logial deisiontrees are explored in detail in [4℄.We will use logial deision trees as implemented in the programs TILDE [4℄(for lassi�ation) and TILDE-RT [3℄ (for regression). From a pratial point ofview, TILDE an be viewed as an extension of the C4.5 [27℄ system for indutionof deision trees. It uses the same heuristis to selet tests in internal nodes,as well as the same mehanisms for tree pruning. For our purposes, TILDE-RT should be regarded as an extension of propositional regression tree learners,suh as CART [6℄. Nevertheless, TILDE-RT employs di�erent heuristis (see[3℄ for details). The basi TILDE and TILDE-RT algorithms are outlined inAppendix A. TILDE and TILDE-RT employ the typial well-known top-downindution of deision trees (TDIDT) algorithm. The only di�erene lies in thegeneration of andidate tests to be put in the nodes. This will be explained inthe next subsetion.
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4.3 Delarative BiasBeause �rst order representations are more expressive than attribute value rep-resentations the searh spae explored by indutive logi programming systemsis muh larger (and often in�nite). To fous the searh on the most relevanthypotheses and to eliminate useless hypotheses from the searh spae, nearlyall indutive logi programming systems employ some kind of delarative biasmehanism, see [24℄ for an overview. Delarative bias is often implemented bymeans of so-alled mode and type delarations.Type delarations speify the types of the arguments of the prediates in-volved and restrit the types of queries and lauses to be type onform. Considerthe prediates on/2 and numberofbloks/1. The type of arguments 1 and 2of the prediate on/2 is objet (blok) and the type of the only argument ofnumberofbloks/1 is integer. Under these delarations the query ?-on(X,Y),numberofbloks(X) is not type onform as it requires that X is of both typeobjet and integer.Modes speify properties about the alling patterns of prediates in lauses,queries or onditions to be indued. For example, the mode on(+,-) spei�esthat at the time of alling the prediate on/2, the �rst argument should bebound (or instantiated, it is of type +) whereas the seond argument should befree (not instantiated, it is of type -). One an also ombine these modes andwrite for instane on(+-,+-) stating that all alling patterns are permitted.Modes are useful beause they an fous the hypothesis language on in-teresting lauses or queries by exluding useless ones. For example, it an beused to exlude lauses/queries suh as ?- height(X,XH), XH < YH. by us-ing the mode + < +. This mode spei�es that the two arguments of prediate`less than' (</2) should be instantiated and guarantees in this ontext that thenumbers would be bound before testing whether one is smaller than the other.Another type of mode is # whih spei�es that the resulting argument shouldbe bound in the lause/query to a onstant, e.g. on(-,#) would require thatthe last argument is instantiated. The rmode formalism employed by TILDEand TILDE-RT implements and slightly extends the above notions of type andmode delarations, f. [4℄.The main point where TILDE and TILDE-RT di�er from propositional de-ision tree algorithms is the generation of tests to put in the internal nodes. Thetests that are onsidered in a node depend on 1) the delarative bias, and 2)the tests in nodes higher in the tree (on sueeding branhes). Roughly speak-ing, TILDE ollets all literals in sueeding anestors (inluding the root) ofthe node and then applies a so-alled re�nement operator to generate the tests.The re�nement operator employs the delarative bias spei�ations. As an il-lustration of this, onsider �rst the root node in the tree of Figure 2 and itssueeding branh. The test in the root is on(A,B). Given only the mode de-laration on(+,-), two re�nements would be generated, i.e., on(A,B), on(A,C)and on(A,B), on(B,C). This results in two andidate tests for the sueedingbranh: on(A,C) and on(B,C). Suppose the heuristi hooses as best the latterone (as in the atual tree in Figure 2) and also that the resulting node should10



be further split. Then the tests onsidered in the sueeding branh of thenode on(B,C) in Figure 2 would be on(A,D), on(B,D) and on(C,D). On theother hand, in the failing branh of the node on(B,C), one would onsider onlyon(A,D) and on(B,D) beause it does not make sense to refer to the variable Cthere.4.4 Bakground knowledgeAnother key issue when using indutive logi programming is bakground know-ledge. Bakground knowledge onsists of the de�nitions of general prediatesthat an be used in the indued hypotheses. It thus inuenes the onepts thatan be represented.Unlike the prediates that are used to desribe training examples (state-ation-qvalue or state-ation-optimality triples in our ase), suh as on(A,B),bakground knowledge prediates speify knowledge that is generally valid arossthe whole domain, i.e., for all training examples. The prediate above(A,B) (f.Appendix B) de�nes when blok A is above blok B in terms of the prediateon(A,B). This knowledge holds over all states in the bloks world.It is well-known that the representation language is a ruial parameter inmahine learning. Given an adequate language, learning will be e�etive, andgiven an inadequate one learning will be diÆult if not impossible. Applied toindutive logi programming this means that it is important to speify the rightprediates in the bakground knowledge.One advantage of indutive logi programming in this ontext is that theombination of bakground knowledge and delarative bias allows the user to in-uene the learning proess and results. For instane, as we will see in the experi-ments, it is sometimes neessary to employ the prediate numberofblokson(A,N)to learn e�etive poliies. This prediate spei�es that there are exatly N bloksabove blok A.Another issue related to our experiments is that of blok identities: if oneknows that the absolute identities of bloks are not important as opposed totheir relative ones, then one an speify this using the modes (only allowing fora ombination of + and - and not for #). While learning will not neessarilybe unsuessful without this knowledge, it an be muh slower. To illustratethis, we have performed some relational reinforement learning experiments forthe stak and unstak goals (see Setion 6.2). Without the assumption thatpoliies are independent of blok identities, TILDE uses blok identities in thepoliies learned in early episodes, but does not referene blok identities in thepoliies learned after a larger number of episodes. However, the time needed forlearning the poliies was three times longer as ompared to the ase when blokidentities were not used at all.This illustrates the exibility of indutive logi programming. If the userhas partial knowledge, intuitions or expetations about the hypotheses to beindued, they an be elegantly enoded using a ombination of bakgroundtheory and delarative bias. If one does not possess suh knowledge, one may11



have to searh a larger spae, may require more examples and time to identifythe target onept, and in the worst ase, learning might be unsuesfull.5 Relational Reinforement Learning5.1 The need for relational representationsGiven the framework for Q- and P-learning presented in Setion 3, we ould nowlearn to plan in the bloks world skethed earlier. Using the approah as it standswe ould store all the state-ation pairs enountered and memorize/update theorrespondingQ values, having in e�et an expliit look-up table for state-ationpairs. This is how Pat Langley initially addresses the relational reinforementlearning task in his book [16℄, f. also Setion 7.2. The P values ould then bederived from this. This approah has however a number of disadvantages:� It is impratial for all but the smallest state-spaes. Furthermore, usinglook-up tables does not work for in�nite state spaes whih ould arisewhen �rst order representations are used (e.g., if the number of bloks inthe world is unknown or in�nite the above method does not work).� Despite the use of a relational representation for states and ations, theabove method is unable to apture the strutural aspets of the planningtask.� Whenever the goal is hanged from say on(a; b) to on(b; ) the abovemethod would require retraining the whole Q funtion.� Ideally, one would expet that the results of learning in a world with 3bloks ould be (partly) reyled when learning in a 4 bloks world lateron. It is unlear how to ahieve this with the lookup table.The �rst problem an be solved by using an indutive learning algorithm(e.g., a neural network as in [16℄) to approximate Q and P . The three otherproblems an only be solved by using a relational learning algorithm that anabstration from the spei� bloks and goals using variables. We now presentsuh a relational learning algorithm alled RRL. The main ontribution of thispaper is to address the generalization problem for reinforement learning in arelational setting.5.2 The task of relational reinforement learningWe have already onsidered reinforement learning (Setion 2.1), its appliationto planning (Setion 2.2), and relational learning (Setion 4). We give a morepreise de�nition of the relational reinforement learning (RRL) task below.The RRL task is a reinforement learning task (items 1 to 4), where states,ations and poliies are represented relationally, and onsequently, bakgroundknowledge and delarative bias are employed during learning (items 5 and 6).12



We illustrate the task formulation within the bloks world that will be used inour experiments. We want to emphasize though that RRL is a general approahand is appliable to domains other than planning in the bloks world.The RRL task is spei�ed as follows:Given are:1. A set of possible states S, desribed in a relational language. States arerepresented as sets of basi fats that hold in a state. The losed-worldassumption is applied to state desriptions. In the bloks world, the basifats onern the prediates on(A;B) and lear(A). The RRL algorithmenounters states one by one and does not see the entire set a priori.2. A set of possible ations A, also represented in a relational language. Inthe bloks world, one an move one blok onto another move(A;B) orto the oor move(A; floor). Not all ations are appliable in all states.The RRL algorithm sees only the ations appliable in a given state, asspei�ed by the funtion pre:S�A! ftrue; falseg. It is de�ned in Table1 for the bloks world.3. A transition funtion Æ: S � A ! S. For the deterministi blok world,this funtion is de�ned in Table 1. The RRL algorithm, however, does notrely on knowledge about this funtion. It only uses it to exeute ationsand move to new states. This funtion an in priniple be nondeterministi(e.g., a move ation might atually fail and not hange the urrent state).4. A real-valued reward funtion r: S �A! R. At present we use the goalfuntion goal:S ! ftrue; falseg to de�ne r: r(S; a) = 1 if goal(Æ(S; a)) =true, r(S; a) = 0 otherwise.5. Bakground knowledge generally valid about the domain (states in S). Thisinludes prediates that an derive new fats about a given state. In thebloks world, a prediate above(A;B) may de�ne that a blok A is aboveanother blok B.6. Delarative bias for learning relational representations of poliies. To-gether with the bakground knowledge, this spei�es the language in whihpoliies are represented. In the bloks world, e.g., we do not allow poliiesto refer to the exat identity of bloks.The task is to �nd a poliy for seleting ations � : S ! A that maximizes theexpeted disounted reward. Poliies an be either represented as real-valuedQ-funtions or as binary (optimal/non-optimal) lassi�er poliies (P-funtions).5.3 The Q-RRL algorithmThe relational reinforement learning (Q-RRL) algorithm is obtained by om-bining the lassial Q-learning algorithm with stohasti seletion of ations anda relational regression algorithm. Instead of having an expliit lookup table for13



Table 3: The Q-RRL algorithm for relational reinforement learning.Initialize Q̂0 to assign 0 to all (s; a) pairsInitialize Examples to the empty set.e := 0do forevere := e + 1i := 0generate a random state s0while not goal(si) doselet an ation ai stohastiallyusing the Q-exploration strategy from Equation (1)using the urrent hypothesis for Q̂eperform ation aireeive an immediate reward ri = r(si; ai)observe the new state si+1i:=i+1endwhilefor j=i-1 to 0 dogenerate example x = (sj ; aj ; q̂j),where q̂j := rj + maxa0Q̂e(sj+1; a0)if an example (sj ; aj ; q̂old) exists in Examples, replae it with x,else add x to Examplesupdate Q̂e using TILDE-RT to produe Q̂e+1 using Examplesthe Q-funtion, an impliit representation of this funtion is learned in the formof a logial regression tree, alled a Q-tree.The Q-RRL algorithm is given in Table 3. The main point where RRLdi�ers from the algorithm in Setion 3.2 is in the for-loop where the Q̂-funtionis modi�ed.The initial tree Q̂0 assigns zero value to all state-ation pairs. From eahgoal state g enountered, an example (g,a,0) is generated for eah ation a whosepreonditions are satis�ed in g. The rationale for this is that no reward an beexpeted from applying an ation in an absorbing goal state.A possible initial episode (e = 1) in the bloks world with three bloks a,b, and , where the goal is to stak a on b (i.e., goal(on(a; b))) is depited inFigure 3. The disount fator  is 0.9 and the reward given is one on ahievinga goal state, zero otherwise.The examples generated by RRL use the ations and the Q-values listedabove the arrows representing the ations. The atual format of these examplesis listed in Table 4. It is exatly this input that is used by TILDE-RT to generatethe Q-tree Q̂1. TILDE-RT [9, 3℄ is an algorithm for learning logial regression14
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Figure 3: A bloks-world example for relational Q-learning.trees (as desribed in Setion 4).TILDE-RT is not inremental, so we urrently simulate the update of Q̂by keeping all (s; a) pairs enountered 1 (not just those enountered in episodee) and the most reent q̂ value for eah pair. In non-deterministi domains,it would probably be a good idea to average the q̂ values instead of keepingonly the most reent value. A relational regression tree Q̂e is indued from the(s; a; q) examples after eah episode e. The tree Q̂e is then used to selet ationsin episode e+ 1.In order to apply TILDE-RT to indue a Q-tree, the input for TILDE-RT isa set of state-ation pairs together with the orresponding Q-values, representedas sets of fats. From these, TILDE-RT indues (using the tehniques skethedin Setion 4) a relational regression tree in whih the preditions orrespond tothe real numbered Q-values.To illustrate the above notions, onsider the episode shown in Figure 3. Theexamples for TILDE-RT generated by the RRL algorithm are given in Table 4.1To some extent this is similar to what happens in L.-J. Jin's experiene replay tehnique[18℄. The idea of experiene replay is to memorize all experienes gathered so far and torepeatedly present them to the learning engines. The memorization of past experienes issimilar to our work. However, the reasons for memorizing are di�erent. We memorize beauseTILDE is non-inremental and thus has to start from srath again eah time. Experienereplay is aimed at neural networks whih will onverge more rapidly when proessing theevidene more than one.Table 4: Examples for TILDE-RT generated from the bloks-world Q-learningepisode in Figure 3.Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4qvalue(0.81). qvalue(0.9). qvalue(1.0). qvalue(0.0).move(,floor). move(b,). move(a,b). move(a,floor).goal(on(a,b)). goal(on(a,b)). goal(on(a,b)). goal(on(a,b)).lear(). lear(b). lear(a). lear(a).on(,b). lear(). lear(b). on(a,b).on(b,a). on(b,a). on(b,). on(b,).on(a,floor). on(a,floor). on(a,floor). on(,floor).on(,floor). on(,floor).15



root : goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E)on(A,B) ?+--yes: [0℄+--no: lear(A) ?+--yes: [1℄+--no: lear(E) ?+--yes: [0.9℄+--no: [0.81℄qvalue(0) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , on(A,B), !.qvalue(1) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , lear(A), !.qvalue(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , lear(E), !.qvalue(0.81).Figure 4: A relational regression tree and its equivalent Prolog program gener-ated by TILDE-RT from the examples in Table 4.The orresponding relational regression tree indued by TILDE-RT from theseexamples, using the bakground knowledge listed in Appendix B, is shown inFigure 4. This tree is a logial regression tree as desribed in Setion 4. Thereis one slight di�erene with the trees introdued in Setion 4 and this is the useof the root of the tree. The root of the tree in all deision trees shown belowontains a query that sueeds in all examples. The reason for having a root isthat this allows to bind the relevant variables (in this ase the goal, possibly thenumberofbloks, and the ation under onsideration). Beause the root querysueeds for all examples it is propagated to all nodes in the deision trees.Furthermore it appears in all Prolog lauses derived from the deision trees.To �nd the Q-value orresponding to a state-ation pair, one has to on-strut a Prolog knowledge base ontaining the Prolog program (orrespondingto the tree), all fats in the state, the ation, and the goal. Running the query?-qvalue(Q) will then return the desired result. E.g., the Q-tree above willreturn a Q-value of zero for all ations if the goal is on(A,B) and on(A,B) holdsin the state (goal states are absorbing). On the other hand, if the goal on(A,B)does not yet hold and A is lear, all ations get a value of one.Figure 5 lists the Prolog rewrite of a Q-tree that is optimal for the threebloks world and has been indued by Q-RRL after 10 episodes. The tree wasindued using the bakground knowledge listed in Appendix B. The settings usedfor TILDE-RT an be found in Appendix C. It is important to note that theindividual bloks are not referred to in the tree itself diretly, but only throughthe variables of the goal. This means that the tree represents the optimal poliynot only for ahieving the goal on(a; b), but also on(b; ) and on(; a). This isone of the major advantages of using a relational representation for Q-learning.16



qvalue(0) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , on(A,B), !.qvalue(1) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , ation move(A,B), !.qvalue(0.729) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , height(D,F) , height(E,G) , F < G, !.qvalue(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , eq(E,A), !.qvalue(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , eq(E,B), !.qvalue(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , above(A,B), !.qvalue(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , height(D,F) , F = 3 , on(D,A), !.qvalue(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , height(D,F), F = 3, !.qvalue(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , lear(B), !.qvalue(0.9).Figure 5: An optimal Q-tree generated by Q-RRL in the three bloks world.5.4 The P-RRL algorithmIn the previous setions, we showed how the Q-funtion ould be approximatedby Q-trees. In this setion, we show how an approximation of the P-funtion,alled the P-tree, an be obtained.One approah to approximating the P-funtion would be to diretly applythe de�nition of the P-funtion in terms of the Q-funtion, where the Q-funtionin the de�nition is replaed by the indued Q-tree as skethed in Setion 3.3.However, as the Q-funtion is typially more omplex than the P-funtion, thiswould lead to an unneessarily omplex and indiret de�nition of the P-funtion.As the de�nitions of both P and Q will be learned it may well turn out easierand more e�etive to learn P than to learn Q. This will only be the ase whenthe indued P-funtion does not refer to the Q-funtion. The P-funtion an berepresented as a logial deision tree, a P-tree, that predits whether the stateation pair is optimal (P-value is 1) or non-optimal (P-value is 0). The P-RRLalgorithm learns P-trees in addition to Q-trees. It is idential to the Q-RRLalgorithm with the following two exeptions: 1) to learn the P-tree, the odein Table 5 is added at the end of the do forever loop in Table 3 and 2) theP-exploration strategy as de�ned by Equation (2) is used to selet ations.All state-ation pairs for whih the state was enountered in the last episodeare lassi�ed as optimal or non-optimal aording to the indued Q-tree. Theresulting examples are then fed into the TILDE system that will indue a logialdeision tree. The only di�erene between a logial deision tree and a logialregression tree is the information in the leaves. The leaves of regression trees17



Table 5: Learning P-trees from Q-trees within the P-RRL algorithm.for j=i-1 to 0 dofor all ations ak possible in state sj doif state ation pair (sj ; ak) is optimal aording to Q̂e+1then generate example (sj ; ak; ) where  = 1else generate example (sj ; ak; ) where  = 0update P̂e using TILDE to produe ^Pe+1 using these examples (sj ; ak; )Table 6: Examples for learning a P-tree by TILDE generated from the bloks-world Q-learning episode in Figure 3.Example 1 Example 2-1 Example 2-2 Example 2-3optimal. optimal. optimal. nonoptimal.move(,floor). move(b,). move(b,floor). move(,b).goal(on(a,b)). goal(on(a,b)). goal(on(a,b)). goal(on(a,b)).lear(). lear(b). lear(b). lear(b).on(,b). lear(). lear(). lear().on(b,a). on(b,a). on(b,a). on(b,a).on(a,floor). on(a,floor). on(a,floor). on(a,floor).on(,floor). on(,floor). on(,floor).Example 3-1 Example 3-2 Example 3-3 Example 4optimal. nonoptimal. optimal. nonoptimal.move(a,b). move(b,a). move(b,floor). move(a,floor).goal(on(a,b)). goal(on(a,b)). goal(on(a,b)). goal(on(a,b)).lear(a). lear(a). lear(a). lear(a).lear(b). lear(b). lear(b). on(a,b).on(b,). on(b,). on(b,). on(b,).on(a,floor). on(a,floor). on(a,floor). on(,floor).ontain real numbers, whereas those of deision trees ontain lasses.The initial tree P̂0 assigns value one to all state-ation pairs. From eah goalstate g enountered, an example (g,a,0) is generated for eah ation a whosepreonditions are satis�ed in g. The rationale for this is that no reward an beexpeted from applying an ation in an absorbing goal state, hene no ation ina goal state is optimal.If we look bak at the examples of Figure 3, and apply the P-RRL part ofthe algorithm, the examples in Table 6 would be generated. These ould thenbe fed into the TILDE system that ould then indue a logial deision tree.A P-tree in Prolog format generated by P-RRL from the examples in Table 6is shown in Figure 6. The same bakground knowledge is used as for induingQ-trees. Although indued from one episode only, this tree omes lose to theorret optimality tree for this domain. If the goal is on(A,B) and there is ablok above A (above(D,A)) it is optimal to move D away (ation move(D,E)).The only exeption to this is when we move D to B: this exeption is provided forby the �rst lause of the tree in Figure 7, whih was indued by TILDE during18



the experiments desribed in Setion 5 and is equivalent to the orret tree.Note that while we have hosen to use the logial deision and regressiontree induers TILDE and TILDE-RT, other relational regression [12, 14℄ andlassi�ation [26, 14℄ approahes an be used to indue relational representationsof Q-funtions and poliies in the Q-RRL and P-RRL algorithms.6 Experiments6.1 Questions addressedThe experiments desribed in this setion will attempt to answer several ques-tions about relational reinforement learning. We will fous on the followingones :1. Is relational reinforement learning e�etive for di�erent goals?2. Can P-RRL and Q-RRL learn optimal poliies for state spaes with a �xednumber of bloks?3. Can P-RRL and Q-RRL learn optimal poliies for state spaes with dif-ferent numbers of bloks?4. Can P-RRL and Q-RRL learn from experiene in whih the number ofbloks is varied?5. Is P-RRL to be preferred over Q-RRL?6. Under whih onditions does relational reinforement learningwork?6.2 Experimental setupWe performed two di�erent sets of experiments. In the �rst set of experiments,the poliies were learned from state spaes in whih the number of bloks washeld onstant, f. Setion 6.3. In the seond set of experiments, disussed inSetion 6.4, we varied the number of bloks while learning.root : goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E)above(D,A) ?+--yes: optimal+--no: ation move(A,B) ?+--yes: optimal+--no: nonoptimalFigure 6: A P-tree for the three bloks world generated from the examples inTable 6. 19



nonoptimal :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , above(D,A) , eq(E,B), !.optimal :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , above(D,A), !.optimal :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , ation move(A,B), !.nonoptimal :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , on(B,E) , lear(B), !.nonoptimal :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , on(B,E) , on(A,B), !.optimal :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , on(B,E), !.nonoptimal.Figure 7: An optimal P-tree generated by P-RRL in the three bloks world.In both sets of experiments we tried out di�erent goals suh as staking,unstaking and on(a; b) (f. Setion 6.2.1 for a disussion on the goals pursued)and used the bakground knowledge and parameter settings disussed in Setion6.2.2, exept for the experiments desribed in Setion 6.6.6.2.1 Setup : The tasksThe following goals in the blok's world were pursued :� stak : goal reahed if all bloks are on one stak(?- not (on(A,floor), on(B,floor), not A=B) in Prolog)� on(a; b) : goal reahed if blok a is on blok b� unstak : goal reahed if all bloks are on the oor(?- not (on(A,B), not B=floor))Prolog ode speifying the optimal poliies for ahieving these goals is givenin Table 7. The optimal poliy for unstaking is the simplest: moving any blok(that is not already on the oor) to the oor is optimal. The poliy for stakingis a bit more omplex: moving a blok to the highest stak is optimal. Thepoliy for ahieving on(a; b) is the most omplex: if possible, a should be movedto b; otherwise, a blok above a or b should be moved away (but not to the stakwhere b or a are).The above ordering of the three goals also orresponds to the number ofreahable goal states, in dereasing order. A reahable goal state is a goal state(where the goal is satis�ed) and whih an be reahed from a non-goal state in asingle step (by applying one ation). For the goal on(a,b), e.g., the state s1 =flear(a); on(a; b); on(b; ); on(; floor)g is a reahable goal state, while s2 =flear(); on(; a); on(a; b);on(b; floor)g is not a reahable goal state.20



Table 7: Optimal poliies for three goals in the bloks world.optimal(unstak,move(A,floor)) :-on(A,B),Bn=floor.optimal(stak,move(A,B)) :-height(B,HB),not (height(C,HC), HC > HB).optimal(onab,move(A,B)) :-goal(on(A,B)).optimal(onab,move(X,Y)) :-goal(on(A,B)),above(X,A), not above(Y,B).optimal(onab,move(X,Y)) :-goal(on(A,B)),above(X,B), not above(Y,A).
Table 8: Number of states and number of reahable goal states for three goalsand di�erent numbers of bloks.No. of bloks No. of states RGS stak RGS on(a,b) RGS unstak3 13 6 2 14 73 24 7 15 501 120 34 16 4 051 720 209 17 37 633 5 040 1 546 18 394 353 40 320 13 327 19 4 596 553 362 880 130 922 110 58 941 091 3 628 800 1 441 729 1
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For the unstak goal and a �xed number of bloks there is only a singlestate that satis�es the goal. For the stak goal, given n bloks there are n! goalstates. The number of possible states inreases exponentially with the numberof bloks. This is summarized in Table 8.One point that should be lear from this table is that for some of the goals(e.g., unstaking with 10 bloks) the reinforement learning algorithm desribedin Setion 3.2 is inappliable: the probability of reahing the goal state byrandom exploration is extremely low (given only 1 goal state in 58 941 091).Another point that this table demonstrates is the diÆulty of learning poliiesin the bloks world. Despite the fat that the bloks world is an arti�ial toydomain, poliy learning an beome very omplex due to the large number ofpossible states.Note also that for unstak, the number of possible ations inreases as onegets loser to the goal states: one step away from the goal state there are(n� 1)(n� 2)+ 1 possible ations. For stak, on the other hand, there are onlytwo possible ations if we are one step away from a goal state.6.2.2 Bakground knowledge and parametersThe bakground knowledge and the settings used by TILDE-RT and TILDEare listed in Appendix B and C. It inludes the prediates above(A,B) (blok Ais above blok B, transitive losure of the relation on(A,B)), eq(A,B) (equality,A=B), height(A,H) (the height of blok A is H), numberofbloks(N), numberofstaks(M)and diff(X,Y,Z) (subtration, Z=X-Y). The same bakground knowledge is usedfor both TILDE and TILDE-RT. There is a slight di�erene in the settings:when learning poliies, TILDE is not allowed to use onstants for the heightsof staks and the number of staks. E.g., it an ompare the heights of twostaks (needed for the staking poliy), but annot hek diretly if there is astak of height 4. The same bakground knowledge and settings are used forthe three problems, with the only di�erene of plaing the orresponding goalliteral in the root of the tree (goal on(A,B) for on(a; b), goal stak for stak,goal unstak for unstak).In the following setions, we desribe experiments with the P-RRL algorithm,whih subsumes the Q-RRL algorithm. The P-exploration poliy was usedthroughout. The starting temperature was set to 5 in Equation (2).6.3 Fixed number of bloks while learningOur �rst set of experiments investigates whether relational reinforement learn-ing an �nd optimal poliies for the three goals mentioned above when keepingthe number of bloks �xed during learning. The learned poliies an then beevaluated in two ways depending on whether the number of bloks is �xed duringevaluation or not.
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Table 9: Auray of the random poliy.3 Bloks 4 Bloks 5 BloksStaking 42.9 37.6 32.2Unstaking 66.7 55.1 49.0On(a,b) 61.7 55.6 50.96.3.1 Evaluating learned poliies on �xed number of bloksThree learning experiments were onduted for eah goal, one with 3, one with4 and one with 5 bloks. Within eah senario, 5 runs of 30 episodes eah of theP-RRL algorithm were performed. The quality riteria desribed below werereorded after eah episode and averaged over the �ve runs, e.g., over the �rstepisode of eah run, over the seond episode, et. It is these averages that aredepited in the graphs on the �gures below.For eah of the three tasks and eah number of bloks, the learned poliieswere evaluated on the same number of bloks (same state spae) they werelearned on. Two di�erent quality riteria were applied, whih are feasible toalulate for small numbers of bloks.The �rst is the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the error between the valuefuntion de�ned by the learned Q-funtion and the optimal value funtion. Theseond is the auray of the poliy represented by the learned Q-funtion. Theauray is de�ned as the perentage of state ation pairs that are orretlylassi�ed as optimal or non-optimal by using the learned Q-funtion. For ref-erene, the auray of the random poliy (that selets an appliable ation atrandom) is given in Table 9.The learning urves for the RMS error and the poliy auray are depitedin Figure 8. For the latter, standard deviations are also given. These resultslearly show 1) that optimal or lose to optimal poliies are rapidly learned inthe ase of staking and unstaking; and 2) that the diÆulty of the learningtask inreases and the performane of the learner dereases with the number ofbloks (e.g., for stak and espeially on(a; b) with 5 bloks).One important point about relational reinforement learning is that for thegoal on(a; b) the results remain exatly the same when the goal is varied to sayon(; d). This is beause the P- and Q-trees abstrat away the name of thebloks by using variables.6.3.2 Evaluating learned poliies on varying number of bloksAs the number of bloks inreases, the number of states in the bloks worldinreases very fast (f. Table 8) and it beomes impratial to alulate theRMS of the value funtion and the poliy auray over the entire state spae.We thus take a random sample of states. Exploiting the learned poliy, we startin eah of the seleted states and generate a plan for ahieving the seleted goalby hoosing an optimal ation proposed by the poliy. A plan generated inthis fashion is optimal if it has the same number of ations as a plan generatedfor the same starting state and goal by using the optimal poliy (see Table7).23



Figure 8: Learning urves for three di�erent goals in the bloks world. The RMSof the error between the optimal and learned value funtion and the aurayof the learned poliy are measured. For the latter, standard deviations are alsogiven.
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The quality measure that we onsider here is optimality, de�ned as the perent-age of states in the sample for whih an optimal plan is generated.To estimate the optimality, we randomly generated 3 samples of 156 states,one for eah goal, where states ould have 3 to 10 bloks. We took 3*n stateswith n bloks where the goal pursued was not satis�ed. We thus took 3 � 3 = 9states with 3 bloks, 12 states with 4 bloks, ..., and 30 states with 10 bloks, atotal of 156 states.We exploited the poliies represented by the Q- and P-funtions (referred toas Q-poliies and P-poliies) learned by the P-RRL algorithm in the previoussubsetion. The poliies were tested on the set of 156 states appropriate forthe seleted goal and the auray was reorded as the perentage of states inwhih the goal was reahed in the optimal number of steps. As in the subsetionabove, the results were averaged over the 5 runs. The learning urves for theQ-poliies and P-poliies are given in Figure 9.From this �gure, we an onlude that:1. Note �rst that both the Q-poliies and the P-poliies tested here performwell on the state spaes where they were learned (with �xed number ofbloks - 3, 4, or 5, f. Figure 8). Here we are testing them on a new, muhlarger state spae than the one they were trained on and it is natural thatthey will perform worse.2. When learning from 3 bloks, the Q-poliies rapidly onverge to thoseoptimal for 3-blok states and reah a plateau (between 20% and 40%)of optimality. The reason for this low performane is that the Q-valuesbasially enode the number of steps from the goal when exeuting thespei�ed ation in the given state. These numbers depend - of ourse -on the number of bloks. When learning from 4 and 5 bloks, optimalityimproves as the number of episodes inreases, albeit slowly, and reahesaround 60%. The notable exeption is learning staking with 4 bloks,where optimality of over 90% is reahed.3. The P-poliies seem to onverge to optimal or lose to optimal strategieswhen learning with a suÆiently large number of bloks (4 or 5), withonvergene being fastest for unstaking and slowest for on(a; b). A lookat the optimal poliies for eah goal (listed in Table 7) makes this easierto understand: the unstaking poliy is simplest and the on(a; b) poliythe most ompliated of the three. When learning with 3 bloks, poliiesthat are optimal for three-blok states are learned, whih however do notgeneralize to states with higher numbers of bloks (exept for unstaking).When learning with higher number of bloks onvergene to the optimalor lose to optimal strategies slows down. Furthermore, the P-funtiondoes not get stuk on plateaus. The P-funtion for on(a; b) does not reahoptimality in the 30 episodes, but makes onstant progress. We take aloser look at the on(a; b) problem in Setion 6.6.4. The P-poliies perform muh better than the Q-poliies on the new statespae. This is not surprising, as they do not make diret referene to the25



Figure 9: Learning urves for three di�erent goals in the bloks world. Thesame poliies as in Figure 8 are evaluated. The perentage of optimal plansgenerated for a sample of 156 starting states with di�erent numbers (3 to 10)of bloks is depited.
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number of steps to a goal state and thus depend less on the number ofbloks.For illustration, Appendix D lists the P- and Q-poliies learned after the 30episodes of the last (�fth) run of eah experiment. We an see immediately thatthe P-poliies have a muh shorter representation. The P-poliies for unstakand stak are reognizably optimal. The P-poliy for unstak states that anation is nonoptimal if it moves a blok onto another blok (only bloks an belear!), otherwise (ation moves a blok to the oor) the ation is optimal. TheP-poliy for stak states that an ation move(B,C) is nonoptimal if the stakwith C on top is not the highest stak around (there is a stak with E on topthat is higher).6.4 Varying the number of bloks while learningIn a seond set of experiments we varied the number of bloks while learning.Three experiments were performed, one for eah goal.The results were averaged over 10 runs and eah run onsisted of 45 episodes.Eah run started with 5 episodes involving states with 3 bloks, followed by 15episodes involving states with 4 bloks, followed by 25 episodes involving stateswith 5 bloks. The temperature was dereased by a fator 0:95 after everyepisode to stimulate the use of learned knowledge when the learning problembeomes harder. The learned poliies were evaluated for a varying number ofbloks, as desribed in Setion 6.3.2. The results are shown in Figure 10.Let us �rst look again at the results of staking and unstaking. The graphslearly show that the learned P-trees are lose to optimal even though the Q-trees are not optimal. Furthermore, when inreasing the number of bloks (afterepisodes 5 and 20) there is a temporary derease in performane of the learnedpoliies (a small one for the P-trees and a more signi�ant one for Q-trees).This is due to the hanges in the Q-funtion that our when the state-spaehanges. The Q-funtion depends on the number of steps to the goal state.When the number of bloks is inreased the possible distane to the goal alsoinreases and the Q-funtion has to be adapted. This is somewhat related tothe notion of onept drift [33℄.After 30 episodes, the optimal P-funtion for staking is learned, whih wasnot the ase for learning from states with 3 or 5 bloks only. This seems toindiate that relational reinforement learning an bootstrap itself. The resultof learning on easier tasks an - indeed - be used to attak harder tasks. Asindiated in Table 8, the probability of �nding the goal state in the world with10 bloks an be lose to zero. However, using the skethed proedure, startingfrom simple states and gradually inreasing the diÆulty of the problem, theoptimal poliies an be learned.There is a notable derease of performane of the P-poliy for on(a; b) afterswithing from 4 to 5 bloks (after episode 20). The fall in performane is notreversed in the remaining 25 episodes, although the Q-poliy improves slowly butsteadily. In fat, the performane of the P-poliies is worse than with learning27



Figure 10: Learning urves for three di�erent goals in the bloks world, wherethe number of bloks is varied during learning. The perentage of optimal plansgenerated for a sample of 156 starting states with di�erent numbers (3 to 10)of bloks is depited. Error bars of one standard deviation are given.
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from 4 or 5 bloks alone. We examine this issue in more detail in Setion 6.6.First, however, we try to explain the di�erenes between the P- and Q-trees.6.5 Q-learning versus P-learningThe previous experiments learly indiate that the P-trees almost onsistentlyoutperform the Q-trees for staking and unstaking. The explanation for thisrelies on two observations. First, as already mentioned above, the Q-trees enodethe number of steps from the goals, whereas the P-trees only enode whethera ertain step is optimal or not. The optimal ation in a given state typiallydoes not rely on the number of bloks or the number of steps from the goal,but rather on the properties of the state and ation. This is evident from theoptimal poliies listed in Table 7. Therefore, P-trees learned for states with asuÆiently large number of bloks are likely to behave niely on problems witha di�erent number of bloks. This is not the ase for Q-trees. This is somewhatrelated to the work on generalizing numbers in explanation based learning [19℄.Seondly, the P-trees are always simpler than the Q-trees beause they onlyneed to distinguish two lasses: optimal and not optimal, whereas Q-trees dis-tinguish among many values. Finally, the reader may wonder why the P-treesperform better than the Q-trees even though the P-trees are derived from theQ-trees? To explain this, observe that the Q-trees are lose to optimal for stateswith the same �xed number of bloks as used in the episodes (with the exeptionof on(a; b)). The P-trees then abstrat away from this number of bloks and thenumber of steps from the goal. This ability is entirely due to the use of indutivelogi programming and gives an indiation where reinforement learning maybene�t from using relational learning.6.6 When does relational reinforement learning work?The previous experiments learly showed that relational reinforement learningworks well for staking and unstaking but less so for ahieving on(a; b).The �rst question that arises is how good (or bad) the results on on(a; b)really are. The analysis so far has only looked at optimal plans, a very stringentriterion. If a poliy takes one ation longer than neessary, this has beenonsidered a omplete failure in the auray �gures presented so far. However,a non-optimal plan might still be of good quality. To investigate the qualityof the generated poliies, we evaluated them along two further riteria: 1) theproportion of states where the poliy loops, and 2) the ratio of the numbers ofations taken by the poliy and the optimal plan, respetively.The evaluation of the poliies for on(a; b) learned as desribed in Setion 6.4.along these two riteria is depited in Figures 11 and 12. Figure 11 shows theperentage of ases where more than 10 times the optimal number ofnumberof steps were needed: the poliy was onsidered to loop in this ase and itsexeution was stopped. After a few episodes, the P-poliies do not loop at all,while Q-poliies still loop even after 45 episodes.29



Figure 11: The perentage of states for whih the learned poliy for on(a,b)loops (takes more than 10 times the optimal number of steps).

Figure 12: The ratio of the number of steps taken by the learned poliy foron(a,b) and the optimal number of steps. Error bars of one standard deviationare given. 30



Figure 13: Learning urves for the goal lear(a) for the bloks world with avarying number of bloks during learning. The urves denoted with + areobtained using an additional bakground knowledge prediate.Figure 12 depits ratio of the number of ations taken by the poliy and thenumber of ations in the optimal plan. So 100% is the best one an sore on thisriterion. If the poliy looped, it was stopped after 10 times the optimal numberof steps. Even though the P-poliies are not optimal, they ome very lose tooptimality. One they stop looping (after a few episodes), they take less than1.5 times the optimal number of steps (on the average). The Q-trees performonsistently worse than the P-trees, but not really bad. The number of stepsneeded to reah the goal is about twie the optimal one in the late episodes.Despite the fat that the problem with on(a; b) is not as bad as it appearedat �rst sight, the question remains as to why relational reinforement learninghas problems learning the optimal poliy. One already mentioned reason forthis is that the optimal poliy to ahieve on(a; b) is more omplex (f. Table 7).Indeed, in order to ahieve on(a; b) one �rst has to lear a and b and thento move a onto b, whih is more omplex than the other strategies. Thoughthis fat might explain why learning for on(a; b) is slower than for staking orunstaking, it does not explain some other fats. In Figure 10, the Q- and P-trees for on(a; b) seem to perform equally well on states with a varying numberof bloks. From the experiments for staking and unstaking one would expetthe P-trees to perform signi�antly better.To investigate these anomalies, we performed some experimentswhere the goal of RRL was a subgoal of on(a; b) namely lear(a). The res-ults of this test are shown in the �rst two urves in Figure 13 (P-per andQ-per).Although the P-tree performs a little better than the Q-tree, no optimalpoliy is learned. We then investigated the resulting Q- and P-trees. The31



Figure 14: Learning urves for the goal lear(a) in the 4 bloks world. Theurves denoted with + are obtained using an additional bakground knowledgeprediate.learned Q-tree was very ompliated and was learly inorret. The explanationfor this is that - using the representation language and bakground knowledgeavailable - TILDE-RT annot represent the orret Q-tree. The reason is thatthe Q-tree atually impliitly enodes the number of steps from the goal state.For lear(a) this means that one has to know the number of bloks that areabove a. This was partly on�rmed in another experiment and is illustratedin Figure 14. We tried to learn the orret Q-funtion using a �xed numberof bloks (4) and ompared the generated values with the real ones. AlthoughRRL was able to predit the orret ations as optimal or not (left of Figure 14),it was not able to represent the orret Q-values for the entire state-spae (rightof Figure 14, RMS greater than zero).To test this hypothesis, we ran the relational reinforement learning al-gorithm P-RRL again, but this time we added the prediate numberofblokson(X,N)(there are N bloks on top of blok X) to the bakground theory and modi�edthe mode and type delarations aordingly. The results are shown in Figure 13under the Q+ and P+ urves. What is surprising is that although the Q treeperforms equally well as the Q+ tree, the P+ tree is optimal.A further experiment was arried out in whih a Q+ tree was learned andtested on states with a �xed number of bloks (4) (f. Figure 14). It turnsout that the resulting Q+ trees outperform the Q-trees. More spei�ally, theQ+ trees for lear(a) were orret for all states with four bloks (RMS equal tozero), whereas the Q-trees were not. This experiment indiates that in order forrelational reinforement learning to work one must �rst get the Q-trees orretfor states with a �xed number of bloks, and then the P-trees will abstrataway to a variable number of bloks. This experiment also on�rms that oneneeds the right representations for learning. In the ontext of relational learningand relational reinforement learning this translates to the requirement that theensemble of bakground theory and bias must allow to enode the Q- and P-trees.Finally, let us take a look at the learning urves for the goal on(a; b) in thebloks world, shown in Figure 15 where the number of bloks is varied duringlearning and the additional bakground knowledge prediate is used. With the32



new prediate in the bakground knowledge, steady improvement of performanean be observed for the P-funtion after the 20-th episode, whih was not thease previously.

Figure 15: Learning urves for the goal on(a,b) in the bloks world, where thenumber of bloks is varied during learning. The urves denoted with + areobtained using an additional bakground knowledge prediate.6.7 EÆienyConerning the eÆieny of the relational reinforement learning algorithm,one has to distinguish between the di�erent goals. The number of trainingexamples for TILDE/TILDE-RT are di�erent for the di�erent goals. Figure 16shows how the total number of learning examples inreases per episode for thedi�erent goals. For the P-trees, more learning examples are generated than forthe Q-trees. This is beause the examples for the P-tree are generated looking atevery possible ation at every visited state, instead of just the ations exeutedat that state in the ase of the Q-tree.There is also a large di�erene between the number of learning examples forthe di�erent goals. The reason for this is the large di�erene in the number ofpossible ations when one approahes the goal-state. As stated in Setion 6.2.1,one step away from the goal in a state spae with n bloks there are (n�1)(n�2)+1 possible ations when unstaking, while there are only three ations whenstaking. This di�erene is the reason for the large di�erene in the number oflearning examples for the di�erent goals.This di�erene also inuenes exeution time. Where 30 episodes with threebloks only take 6.25 minutes (total time required for learning) if the goal isstaking, the same experiment with the unstaking goal takes 8.75 minutes.The same experiment again but with on(a; b) as a goal requires 20 minutes.33



Figure 16: Number of learning examples after eah episode for eah of the threegoals.The larger time for the on(a; b) experiment is due to the need for larger treesfor both the Q-funtion and the poliy.When inreasing the state-spae from 3 to 4 bloks, the learning time growsto 62.4 minutes for staking. The same test with 5 bloks already takes 306minutes. When ompared to the learning time for the experiment with a variablenumber of bloks (231 minutes, f. Table 10), the gain from bootstrapping oneasier problems is obvious.The other timing results an be found in Table 10. Atually, testing thelearned poliies required more putime than learning in the experiments wearried out. This justi�es some of the hoies we made in the experimentalsetup (e.g. the use of `only' 156 states). Testing the generated trees takes alot of time due to the same problem as disussed before. Testing the P-treesis faster beause the �rst optimal ation (out of randomly generated possibleations) is hosen, so not all ations have to be examined. The time needed forinduing the trees depends largely on the number of State/Ation pairs used forTILDE, so the last tree indued uses the most putime. RRL ould be sped-upby making TILDE/TILDE-RT inremental. Various inremental deision treealgorithm exist and ould be adopted within TILDE/TILDE-RT (e.g. [31℄).It should also be pointed out that speial tehniques have been developedwithin the data mining ommunity to handle large data sets. These tehniqueshave reently been inorporated in TILDE and TILDE-RT, f. [5℄ and ouldimprove the eÆieny of RRL.
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Table 10: Exeution time of the RRL Algorithm on Sun Ultra 5/270 mahines.The seond olumn states the total aumulated time required for learning dur-ing the 45 episodes, the third and fourth olumn state the time required to testone Q- or P-tree, the last two olumns list the time needed to indue the �nalP and Q-trees.45 Episodes Testing Indution of Final3!5 Bloks Q-tree P-tree Q-tree P-treeStaking 3.85 hrs 16.1 min 10.2 min 4.85 min 3.85 minUnstaking 10.1 hrs 45.1 min 16.7 min 18.8 min 6.61 minOn(a,b) 12.4 hrs 24.5 min 13.3 min 21.5 min 15.6 min6.8 Summary of experimental resultsTo illustrate the advantages and limitations of RRL, we try to give brief answersto the questions posed in Setion 6.1.1. Is RRL e�etive for di�erent goals? RRL was suessfully used for stak-ing and unstaking, and after some representational engineering also foron(a; b). Poliies learned for on(a; b) an be used for solving on(A;B) forany A and B.2. Can P-RRL and Q-RRL learn optimal poliies for state spaes with a�xed number of bloks? Yes, though this beomes more diÆult when thenumber of bloks inreases.3. Can P-RRL and Q-RRL learn optimal poliies for state spaes with avarying number of bloks? Q-funtions optimal for state spaes with a�xed number of bloks are not optimal for state spaes with a varyingnumber of bloks. But we an learn optimal P-funtions from the Q-funtions. These P-funtions often are optimal for state spaes with avarying number of bloks as well.4. Can P-RRL and Q-RRL learn from experiene in whih the number ofbloks is varied? Learning with a �xed number of bloks is inreasinglydiÆult when we inrease the number of bloks. Starting with a smallnumber of bloks and gradually inreasing this number allows for a boot-strapping proess, where optimal poliies are learned faster.5. Is P-RRL to be preferred over Q-RRL? If Q-RRL doesn't work, then P-RRL won't work either. But one Q-RRL learns a Q-funtion that doesthe job right (even for states with a �xed number of bloks), one is bettero� using the P-funtion learned from the Q-funtion. The latter usuallygeneralizes niely to larger numbers of bloks than seen during training.6. Under whih onditions does relational reinforement learningwork? As general reinforement learning, RRL works less well for goalsthat require more omplex poliies. However more appropriate bak-ground knowledge and more training might help in suh ases.35



7 DisussionWe have presented an approah to planning with inomplete knowledge thatombines reinforement learning and relational learning into a tehnique alledrelational reinforement learning. The advantages of this approah inlude theability to use strutured representations, whih enables us to also desribe in-�nite worlds, and the ability to use variables, whih allows us to abstrat awayfrom spei� details of the situations (suh as, e.g., the goal, the number ofbloks). The ability to arry over the poliies learned in simple situations (withfew bloks) to more omplex situations was demonstrated. It is hard to see howthis ould be realized without the use of relational representations.We ontinue the disussion by disussing salability, related work and furtherwork.7.1 SalabilityEven for standard reinforement learning, saling-up as the dimensionality ofthe problem inreases an be a problem. Using a riher desription languagemay seem to make things even worse. However, there are reasons to expet thatusing a riher representation atually enables relational Q-learning to sale-upbetter than standard Q-learning. Let us illustrate these on the bloks world.First, in the representation employed, the relational theories learned abstrataway the blok names, ausing the number of states that are essentially di�er-ent to derease. For instane, with goal(on(a; b)) the states fon(a; ); on(; b);on(b; floor); on(d; floor)g and fon(a; d); on(d; b); on(b; floor); on(; floor)g areessentially the same as  and d are interhangeable. In standard Q-learning,they would be onsidered di�erent. In our 4-bloks example, the number ofstates that essentially di�er from one another is 73 for a standard Q-learner,but only 38 for a relational one. This ratio inreases ombinatorially (sineall bloks that do not our in the goal have no speial status and are thusinterhangeable, the ratio inreases roughly with (n � 2)!, where n is the totalnumber of bloks).Seond, the use of bakground knowledge makes it possible to abstrat evenfurther from spei� situations that do not essentially di�er. For instane, whena has to be leared in order to be able to move it, it is not essential whetherthere are 1, 5 or 17 bloks above a: the top of the stak on a should be moved.Using bakground de�nitions suh as above(X;Y ), it is possible to state a rulesuh as "if there are bloks on a, move the topmost of those bloks to the oor"whih aptures a very large set of spei� ases.However, the exat sale-up behavior of relational reinforement learninghas still to be determined experimentally. The experimental evaluation of ourapproah done so far is mainly intended to highlight the prinipal advantages ofusing a relational representation for reinforement learning. We hope that thispaper will inspire further researh into the ombination of relational and rein-forement learning, as muh work remains to be done. This inludes onsideringmore omplex and demanding planning problems.36



7.2 Related workThe main ontribution of our work is to address the generalization problem inreinforement learning within a relational setting. The task of �nding optimalplans within the bloks world was already onsidered by Langley in his book[16℄, to illustrate reinforement learning. However, instead of using a relationallearner for generalization he employs a neural net using a �xed set of proposi-tional features. Indeed, typial generalizers in reinforement learning are basedon neural nets, f. e.g. [30℄, whereas we employ deision trees.The use of deision trees in a reinforement ontext is not new. It was �rstproposed by Chapman's and Kaelbling's [8℄, who developed an inremental de-ision tree learning algorithm with speial heuristis to ope with onept-drift[33℄ in the reinforement learning ontext. Our approah is distinguished fromthe one by Chapman and Kaelbling by the use of a relational representation.However, it would be extremely useful to integrate algorithm by Chapman andKaelbling (i.e. the heuristis and the inremental aspet) with the representa-tions provided by TILDE and TILDE-RT.Another piee of work that is very muh related to our presentation of RRLis that of Baum [1℄. He uses a kind of geneti approah to learning rules in thebloks world for goals suh as staking and unstaking. To this aim he employsa speial rule language (at a level between propositional and �rst order logi) forexpressing poliies and uses geneti ingredients to learn and modify the set ofrules. Whereas this approah is elegant, it does not employ the basi priniplesof temporal di�erene learning as we do.The ombination of learning and planning has reeived a lot of attention inthe arti�ial intelligene literature (see [16℄ for an exellent overview). Also,most approahes to learning in a planning ontext do employ relational repres-entations. It an be no surprise that various types of learning tasks have beenonsidered in this ontext.� A �rst line of researh attempts to improve the domain knowledge ofthe planner. This orresponds to learning more aurate de�nitions ofthe operators, i.e. the e�ets, pre- and post-onditions. This approahhas been integrated in Prodigy, f. [7℄. The planner then exploits thelearned knowledge in order to onstrut better plans. The di�erene withrelational reinforement learning is that our approah does not rely on aplanner. This is important as one might onsider relational reinforementlearning outside a planning ontext.� A seond line of researh onerns the learning of ontrol knowledge. E.g.the work on LEX [20℄ and SAGE [15℄ learned when to apply ertain op-erators. The goal of this work is thus similar to that of relational re-inforement learning. However, the approah is quite di�erent. E.g. tosolve symboli integration problems, LEX would onstrut a searh tree (atrae) in whih all legal operators were applied to a given integration prob-lem until a solution was found at a ertain depth. One the solution wasfound, LEX would label all appliations of operators on the path leading37



to the (optimal) solution as positive examples, and all appliations diver-ging from this path as negative examples. The examples were then fedinto a kind of relational learning algorithm and used to re�ne the ontrolknowledge. So, the mehanism for learning is quite di�erent. The LEXand SAGE method does not apply in the ontext of autonomous agents,beause it assumes that one an baktrak to earlier states (whih may notbe possible - and whih is ertainly problemati without adequate domainknowledge). On the other hand, our method to onstrut examples forlearning the P-tree is ertainly similar in spirit to LEX.� A third line of researh analytially learns ontrol knowledge often usinga form of explanation based learning. The di�erene with relational rein-forement learning is that explanation based learning relies on ompleteknowledge about the domain.The work by Stone and Veloso [28℄ is losely related to ours in two ways.First, they use deision-trees to learn a Q-funtion, thereby generalizing. Seond,they use a mapping on states to transform large state-spaes into learnable ones.This mapping is hand-oded. Our approah uses a mapping whih generalizesaross state-ation pairs; this mapping is impliitly de�ned by the relationalrepresentation and the bakground knowledge.Somewhat related to our approah is work on hierarhial reinforementlearning, suh as options [29℄. Options are maro ations de�ned by a region ofthe state spae where exeution an begin, a poliy and a termination ondition.Options an be viewed as bakground knowledge, albeit di�erent in nature fromthe one urrently used by RRL.7.3 Further workThe reinforement learning part of the work presented in this paper is admittedlysimple. We have taken a standard textbook desription of reinforement learning[21℄ and inorporated an implementation of it within our approah. We haveonsidered a deterministi setting and a goal-oriented formulation of the learningproblem. However, both restritions an be easily lifted to extend to non-zero rewards on non-terminal states (the RRL algorithm atually makes noassumption on the reinforement reeived) and nondeterministi ations. Tohandle nondeterministi ations an appropriate update rule (see page 382 of [21℄)has to be used to generate examples for the TILDE-RT algorithm. Other pointswhere the reinforement learning part an be improved inlude the initializationof Q-values and the exploration strategy.The urrent implementation of TILDE-RT is - aording to reinforementlearning standards - not optimal. One of the reasons is that it is not inre-mental. However, inrementality is not suÆient, as the (estimated) values ofQ are hanging with time. These problems are taken are of by Chapman andKaelbling's deision tree algorithm that was spei�ally designed for reinfore-ment learning [8℄. A natural diretion for further work is thus to develop a38
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A TILDE and TILDE-RT algorithmsThe pseudo-ode for the TILDE and TILDE-RT algorithms is given below.pro induetree(E: examples)reate a root node n for the tree tsplit(n,E,t )return tendpropro split(n: node; E: examples, t: tree)best := falsefor all possible tests q in node n doompute quality(q)if quality(q) is better than quality(best)then best := qendifif best yields improvementsthentest(n) := bestreate two subnodes n1, n2 of n in tE1 := fe 2 E j e satis�es best in tgE2 := fe 2 E j e does not satisfy best in t gall split(n1, E1, t)all split(n2, E2, t)else turn n into a leafendifendproThe TILDE and TILDE-RT algorithms are similar to lassial deision treesexept that only binary trees are indued and also that the omputation of thepossible tests in a node may depend on the variables in nodes higher in thetree. Also, when determining whether an example satis�es a test one must alsotake into aount the tests higher in the tree. Finally, the heuristis employedby TILDE are the same as in C4.5, and those in TILDE-RT will minimizethe variane of the target variable within eah subnode and will maximize thevariane among the two subnodes.B Bakground knowledge for TILDEBesides the prediates lear(A) and on(A;B) used to represent states, the fol-lowing prediates an be used in the trees indued by TILDE and TILDE-RT:above(A;B), eq(A;B), height(A;H), numberofbloks(N), numberofstaks(M)42



and diff(X;Y; Z). The same bakground knowledge is used for both TILDEand TILDE-RT. It is listed below.eq(X,X).above(X,Y) :- on(X,Y).above(X,Y) :- on(X,Z), above(Z,Y).ation move(X,Y) :- ation(move(X,Y)).goal on(A,B) :- goal(on(A,B)).goal stak :- goal(n+ (on(A,floor),on(B,floor), An=B)).goal unstak :- goal(n+ (on(A,B), Bn=floor)).diff(X,Y,Z) :- Z is X - Y.height(floor,0).height(A,H) :- blok(A), height1(A,H).height1(A,1) :- on(A,floor).height1(A,H) :- on(A,B), Bn=floor, height1(B,HB), H is HB+1.numberofbloks(N):- mybloks(X), mylength(X,N).numberofstaks(N):-mystaks(X), mylength(X,N).mybloks(List) :- findall(X, blok(X), List).mystaks(List) :- findall(X, on(X,floor), List).mylength(X,L) :- mylen(X,0,L).mylen([℄,L,L) :- ! .mylen([X | R℄,N,L) :- N1 is N + 1, mylen(R,N1,L).blok(X) :- on(X,Y).C Settings for TILDE and TILDE-RTC.1 TILDE-RT settingsThese are used for learning the Q-funtions. Sine the number of steps to thegoal essentially de�nes the Q-funtion, heights of staks and di�erenes betweenthese and the number of bloks, omparisons of these to onstant values areallowed.heuristi(eul).eulid(qvalue(X), X). 43



tilde mode(regression).onfidene level(1).minimal ases(1).output options([45e,prolog℄).talking(0).typed language(yes).type(lear(blok)).type(on(blok,blok)).type(eq(blok,blok)).type(above(blok,blok)).type(ation move(blok,blok)).type(height(blok,number)).type(numberofbloks(number)).type(numberofstaks(number)).type(number < number).type(number = number).type(diff(number,number,number)).type(goal on(blok,blok)).type(goal stak).type(goal unstak).type(member(number,list)).rmode(10: lear(+-X)).rmode(10: on(+-X,+-Y)).rmode(10: on(+-X, floor)).rmode(10: eq(+X,+Y)).rmode(10: eq(+X,floor)).rmode(10: above(+-X,+-Y)).rmode(10: ation move(+-X,+-Y)).rmode(10: ation move(+-X,floor)).rmode(10: (height(+-X,-H), height(+-X2,-H2), H < H2)).rmode(10: (height(+-X,-H), height(+-X2,-H2), H2 < H)).rmode(10: (height(+-X,-H), diff(+N,H,-D), height(+-X2,-H2),diff(N,H2,-D2), D < D2)).rmode(10: (height(+-X,-H), diff(+N,H,-D), height(+-X2,-H2),diff(N,H2,-D2), D2 < D)).rmode(10: #(C: member(C,[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10℄),(height(+-X,-H), H = C))).rmode(10: #(C: member(C,[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10℄),(height(+-X,-H), H < C))).rmode(10: #(C: member(C,[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10℄),(height(+-X,-H), diff(+N,H,-D), D = C))).rmode(10: #(C: member(C,[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10℄),(height(+-X,-H), diff(+N,H,-D), D < C))).rmode(10: #(C: member(C,[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10℄),(numberofstaks(-S), S = C))).rmode(10: #(C: member(C,[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10℄),(numberofstaks(-S), S < C))).rmode(10: #(C: member(C,[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10℄), (numberofstaks(-S), diff(+N,S,-D), D = C))).rmode(10: #(C: member(C,[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10℄),(numberofstaks(-S), diff(+N,S,-D), D < C))).root((goal on(A,B), numberofbloks(N), ation move(X,Y))).44



C.2 TILDE settingsThese are used for learning the P-funtions. Sine the optimality of ations doesnot depend on the number of steps to the goal, omparisons of heights and thenumber of staks to onstants are not allowed.heuristi(gain).eulid(qvalue(X), X).tilde mode(lassify).lasses([optimal,nonoptimal℄).onfidene level(1).minimal ases(1).output options([45e,prolog,elaborate℄).talking(0).typed language(yes).type(lear(blok)).type(on(blok,blok)).type(eq(blok,blok)).type(above(blok,blok)).type(ation move(blok,blok)).type(height(blok,number)).type(numberofbloks(number)).type(numberofstaks(number)).type(number < number).type(number = number).type(diff(number,number,number)).type(goal on(blok,blok)).type(goal stak).type(goal unstak).rmode(10: lear(+-X)).rmode(10: on(+-X,+-Y)).rmode(10: on(+-X, floor)).rmode(10: eq(+X,+Y)).rmode(10: eq(+X,floor)).rmode(10: above(+-X,+-Y)).rmode(10: ation move(+-X,+-Y)).rmode(10: ation move(+-X,floor)).rmode(10: (height(+-X,-H), height(+-X2,-H2), H < H2)).rmode(10: (height(+-X,-H), height(+-X2,-H2), H2 < H)).rmode(10: (height(+-X,-H), diff(+N,H,-D), height(+-X2,-H2),diff(N,H2,-D2), D < D2)).rmode(10: (height(+-X,-H), diff(+N,H,-D), height(+-X2,-H2),diff(N,H2,-D2), D2 < D)).root((goal on(A,B), numberofbloks(N), ation move(X,Y))).
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D Q-poliies and P-poliies indued in the 4-bloks world by the P-RRL algorithmD.1 P-poliy for unstakptree(nonoptimal) :- goal unstak , numberofbloks(A) ,ation move(B,C) , lear(C), !.ptree(optimal).D.2 Q-poliy for unstakqtree(0.729) :- goal unstak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,height(D,E) , E = 2 , on(C,D), !.qtree(0.9) :- goal unstak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,height(D,E) , E = 2 , ation move(D,floor) , numberofstaks(F) ,F = 2, !.qtree(1) :- goal unstak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,height(D,E) , E = 2 , ation move(D,floor), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal unstak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,height(D,E) , E = 2 , height(C,F) , height(B,G) , F < G ,height(B,H) , H = 4, !.qtree(0.8286) :- goal unstak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,height(D,E) , E = 2 , height(C,F) , height(B,G) , F < G ,height(C,H) , diff(G,H,I) , I = 2, !.qtree(0.9) :- goal unstak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,height(D,E) , E = 2 , height(C,F) , height(B,G) , F < G ,lear(D), !.qtree(0.9) :- goal unstak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,height(D,E) , E = 2 , height(C,F) , height(B,G) , F < G, !.qtree(0.816429) :- goal unstak , numberofbloks(A) ,ation move(B,C) , height(D,E) , E = 2 , on(C,floor), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal unstak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,height(D,E) , E = 2, !.qtree(0).D.3 P-poliy for stakptree(nonoptimal) :- goal stak , numberofbloks(A) ,ation move(B,C) , height(C,D) , height(E,F) , D < F, !.ptree(optimal).D.4 Q-poliy for stakqtree(0) :- goal stak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,height(B,D) , D = 4, !.qtree(1) :- goal stak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,height(C,D) , D = 3, !.qtree(0.9) :- goal stak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,height(C,D) , D = 2, !.qtree(0.81) :- goal stak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,height(B,D) , D = 3 , lear(C), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal stak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,height(B,D) , D = 3, !.qtree(0.754716) :- goal stak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,46



lear(C) , on(B,floor) , height(C,D) , height(E,F) , D < F, !.qtree(0.771525) :- goal stak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,lear(C) , on(B,floor), !.qtree(0.7965) :- goal stak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,lear(C), !.qtree(0.763574) :- goal stak , numberofbloks(A) , ation move(B,C) ,numberofstaks(D) , D = 2, !.qtree(0.694373).D.5 P-poliy for on(a,b)ptree(nonoptimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , above(D,A) , eq(E,B), !.ptree(nonoptimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , above(D,A) , on(E,B), !.ptree(optimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,above(D,A) , on(A,floor) , on(D,A) , lear(B), !.ptree(nonoptimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , above(D,A) , on(A,floor) , on(D,A), !.ptree(optimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,above(D,A) , on(A,floor) , on(B,E), !.ptree(optimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,above(D,A) , on(A,floor) , lear(B), !.ptree(optimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,above(D,A) , on(A,floor) , on(B,A) , lear(E), !.ptree(nonoptimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , above(D,A) , on(A,floor) , on(B,A) , on(D,B), !.ptree(optimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,above(D,A) , on(A,floor) , on(B,A), !.ptree(optimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,above(D,A) , on(A,floor), !.ptree(optimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,above(D,A), !.ptree(optimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,ation move(A,B), !.ptree(optimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,above(D,B) , on(A,E), !.ptree(nonoptimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , above(D,B) , on(A,B), !.ptree(nonoptimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , above(D,B) , eq(E,A), !.ptree(nonoptimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , above(D,B) , lear(A) , ation move(A,floor) ,on(B,E), !.ptree(optimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,above(D,B) , lear(A) , ation move(A,floor), !.ptree(optimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,above(D,B) , lear(A), !.ptree(nonoptimal) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) ,ation move(D,E) , above(D,B), !.ptree(nonoptimal).D.6 Q-poliy for on(a,b)qtree(0) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,on(A,B), !.qtree(0.729) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,47



height(A,F) , F = 4 , on(B,E), !.qtree(0.430467) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(A,F) , F = 4, !.qtree(1) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,ation move(A,B), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(D,F) , height(B,G) , F < G , eq(E,A), !.qtree(0.531441) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(D,F) , height(B,G) , F < G , lear(A) , on(E,floor), !.qtree(0.430467) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(D,F) , height(B,G) , F < G , lear(A) , lear(B), !.qtree(0.38742) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(D,F) , height(B,G) , F < G , lear(A), !.qtree(0.729) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(D,F) , height(B,G) , F < G , on(E,A), !.qtree(0.6561) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(D,F) , height(B,G) , F < G, !.qtree(0.729) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,on(E,A) , numberofstaks(F) , F = 2 , on(B,A), !.qtree(0.729) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,on(E,A) , numberofstaks(F) , F = 2 , on(D,floor), !.qtree(0.6561) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,on(E,A) , numberofstaks(F) , F = 2, !.qtree(0.348678) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,on(E,A) , eq(D,B), !.qtree(0.729) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,on(E,A), !.qtree(0.6561) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(E,F) , F = 3, !.qtree(0.710775) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,on(E,B) , lear(A), !.qtree(0.729) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,on(E,B), !.qtree(0.729) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,eq(E,B) , on(E,floor) , on(A,floor) , height(D,F) , height(G,H) ,F < H, !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,eq(E,B) , on(E,floor) , on(A,floor) , on(D,floor), !.qtree(0.7695) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,eq(E,B) , on(E,floor) , on(A,floor) , lear(A), !.qtree(0.78975) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,eq(E,B) , on(E,floor) , on(A,floor), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,eq(E,B) , on(E,floor), !.qtree(0.430467) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,eq(E,B), !.qtree(0.77805) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,ation move(A,floor) , on(B,E) , height(D,F) , F = 2 , lear(B), !.qtree(0.7695) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,ation move(A,floor) , on(B,E) , height(D,F) , F = 2, !.qtree(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,ation move(A,floor) , on(B,E) , lear(B), !.qtree(0.7695) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,ation move(A,floor) , on(B,E), !.qtree(0.478297) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,ation move(A,floor), !.qtree(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,48



on(D,A) , lear(B) , on(B,E), !.qtree(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,on(D,A) , lear(B) , on(B,floor), !.qtree(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,on(D,A) , lear(B) , lear(E), !.qtree(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,on(D,A) , lear(B), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,on(D,A), !.qtree(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(A,F) , height(E,G) , F < G, !.qtree(0.478297) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(F,G) , G = 3 , on(F,B) , lear(A), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(F,G) , G = 3 , on(F,B) , lear(F), !.qtree(0.729) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(F,G) , G = 3 , on(F,B), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(F,G) , G = 3 , ation move(F,floor) , on(B,E), !.qtree(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(F,G) , G = 3 , ation move(F,floor) , lear(A), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(F,G) , G = 3 , ation move(F,floor), !.qtree(0.729) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(F,G) , G = 3 , on(A,E), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(F,G) , G = 3 , on(A,floor) , ation move(B,A), !.qtree(0.7695) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(F,G) , G = 3 , on(A,floor) , lear(B), !.qtree(0.729) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(F,G) , G = 3 , on(A,floor), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,height(F,G) , G = 3, !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,eq(E,A) , lear(B) , on(B,floor) , on(D,floor) , height(E,F) ,height(G,H) , F < H, !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,eq(E,A) , lear(B) , on(B,floor) , on(D,floor), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,eq(E,A) , lear(B) , on(B,floor), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,eq(E,A) , lear(B), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,eq(E,A) , on(D,B), !.qtree(0.729) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,eq(E,A), !.qtree(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,lear(A) , height(D,F) , height(G,H) , F < H , lear(B), !.qtree(0.81) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,lear(A) , height(D,F) , height(G,H) , F < H, !.qtree(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,lear(A) , on(D,floor), !.qtree(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,lear(A) , lear(E), !.qtree(0.9) :- goal on(A,B) , numberofbloks(C) , ation move(D,E) ,lear(A), !.qtree(0.81). 49


